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Abstract 
 
Indonesia is a country prone to earthquake for Indonesia is located between three tectonic plates. Some natural disasters of earthquake 
caused have a big number of victims. This is due to the ineffectiveness of current early warning system since it still uses conventional 
way. This study is aimed to create a system that can deliver direct information about earthquake to the people of easy-using mediaand 
provide direction to the nearest evacuation site to them. Method of system design applies prototype development method. The applied 
system uses Google Maps API as a tool to trace the user’s location and the evacuation site. In addition, the system will use firebase as a 
tool of notification delivery. 
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1. Introduction 
Earthquake activity in Indonesia is regarded to be very high, on 
average 400 times each month. From the year 1991 to 2007, 24-
time big earthquakes were recorded, including Aceh earthquake 
on26 December 2004 with the magnitude of 9.3 RS. The earth-
quake was followed by a massive tsunami that caused a hundred 
thousand deaths and caused property loss of trillions of rupiah. 
Another disaster is Yogyakarta earthquake on May 26, 2006 that 
caused severe infrastructure damage. Based on the data, the 
prompt accurate provision and service of earthquake information 
has a great importance for both emergency and mitigation efforts. 
Since early 2005, Indonesia through 16 related institutions includ-
ing Indonesian Agency for Meteorological, Climatological and 
Geophysics (Badan Meteorologi, Klimatologi, dan Geofisika or 
simply BMKG) assisted by some donor countries has been devel-
oping a tsunami early warning system or called Indonesia Tsuna-
mi Early Warning System (Ina TEWS) which is aimed at reducing 
the risk of tsunami through warning tsunami occurrence a while 
after a major earthquake in the sea. To support the system, there 
have been installed 113 earthquake monitoring systems of 160 
systems (in late 2008) and some other types of supporting equip-
ment. Since the establishment of Ina TEWS, there have been gath-
ered a lot of earthquake and tsunami data and information[1]. 
According to researchers, early warning for earthquake area be-
gins with implementing ShakeAlert concept. ShakeAlert was es-
tablished in 2006 and started to send warning signals to test users 
in California in 2012. ShakeAlert is operated by The Californian 
Integrated Seismic Network (CISN) to monitor the earthquakes 
occurrence in the west coast of the United States. CISN has 
spreader over 400 high-quality ground movement sensors operated 
by the USGS in collaboration with California Government, Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology, and University of California, 
Berkeley. The work system of ShakeAlertie the user testers will 
receive warnings via computer applications in both audio and 
visual alerts. When ShakeAlert detects an earthquake, a map will 
appear on the computer screen to show the location of an earth-
quake and a wave that moves directly toward the user, and show 
the time left before the wave reaches the user’s location and the 
estimated power of the shake[2]. 
In Indonesia, there are some early warning systems for all disas-
ters including earthquakes that BMKG and National Agency for 
DisasterManagement (Indonesian: Badan Nasional Penanggulan-
ganBencana, or simply BNPB) have provided. According to SOP 
(Standard Operation Procedure) in BMKG on the delivery guid-
ance of earthquake and tsunami early warning, it takes about 5 
minutes to send the information to people through some media 
such as website, TV, Radio, and deliver data to agencies related to 
natural disaster management. However, some people, especially 
those who work can not immediately know the information due to 
their own work activities. Moreover, if an earthquake or tsunami 
occurs, people will get confused where they should go due to lack 
of information on existing evacuation sites. 
Accordingly, the accuracy in gaining and interpreting data is one 
of the main factors in data analysis system[3][4], and conveying 
the information properly. For further development, it is necessary 
to build an early warning system that has accurate data analysis to 
detect earthquake disaster in mobile-based affected areas. Mobile-
based option is made considering that most people own mobile 
phone. On the other hand, the mobile software has the ability to 
present various information in multimedia, which facilitates the 
information delivery to its users[5]–[13]. This study is intended to 
design early warning for mobile-based earthquakes. 
2. Method 
This study applies prototype research method in its development 
process. Prototype can function as the first system, since both 
customers and developers like the prototype paradigm[14]. Soft-
ware or application development method through an object-
oriented approach with prototype method is one of software de-
velopment method widely used. Through this prototype method 
developers and customers can interact with each other during the 
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process of system creation[15]. In the next implementation phase, 
it is necessary to make adaptation evaluation of the software use. 
Adaptation testing is a test of technology acceptance level[16], 
which in this study the technology covers software and under-
standing the presented information. 
3. Result and Discussion 
The ICT presence has provided a lot of contributions for human 
work effectively and efficiently.  ICT is a combination of infor-
mation technology and human activity that uses computerized 
technology[17], and it is generally used to support operation and 
management [4]. Information system is a system that processes 
data in an organized way [18], information system has a high level 
of flexibility that allows development into a better system[19]. 
Based on many research findings, the information system has 
advantages in terms of: good data accessibility[20], time efficien-
cy[21], accuracy [22], supporting decision appropriately [23], 
more economical [24], broad accessibility [25], improving user 
understanding [26], improving productivity [27], providing good 
data and information [28], and used as data storage media [29]. 
ICT can implemented in warning system that the people use in 
responding natural disasters[30]. Early Warning System is a series 
of systems that serve to notify the occurrence of natural events. 
This early warning system will tell people about any future disas-
ters or other natural disasters[31]. Early warning to the community 
is one way to prevent a lot of victim’s occurrence. A very com-
mon warning given to people is the siren sound to make people 
know it easily. 
For Indonesia people, early warning system is very important 
considering that Indonesia is a country with the high threat of 
natural disaster. With this early warning system, it is expected to 
develop appropriate efforts in preventing or at least reducing the 
impact of natural disasters occurrence within the community. 
Making delays to deal with disasters can lead to greater losses in 
the community. 
In disaster management cycle, early warning system of natural 
disasters is absolutely needed in the alerting phase, an early warn-
ing system for each data type, and the method of approach and 
instrumentation. The main goal of early warning system is provid-
ing a sense of security and comfort to people in all their activities 
although they stay in a location prone to natural disasters. When a 
natural disaster occurs, people have been given the means to pre-
vent and deal with natural disasters. Fig. 1. presents the system 
architecture that works for earthquake disaster early warning. 
 
Fig.1:Current System Architecture 
 
The running system has architecture like the Fig 1. The occurring 
earthquake is captured by BMKG’s sensor and is grouped to be 
earthquake magnitudes. An earthquake that has below 5 RS of 
magnitude will be checked and discussed by the branch station, 
while an earthquake of above 5 RS magnitude will be directly 
checked by the central station. 
Earthquakes early warning system of mobile-based impacted area 
uses the following system architecture. The process of sending 
data or warning of the application works when an earthquake oc-
curs. The data that BMKG has received will be taken by web ser-
vice application to get direct sending data to the user. 
Users can directly receive warning information and other infor-
mation when the data is successfully obtained by the web service. 
In addition to direct sending to the user, the retrieved data from 
BMKG is stored in the application database as a data history to see 
the previous earthquake data. 
 
Fig. 2:A Created System Architecture 
 
Moreover, users can directly receive information about the nearest 
evacuation site from the user’s location. The information of evac-
uation site comprises the location name and the nearest pathway to 
the location. Directions to nearby locations are shown in Google 
Maps app that specifically provides services to show directions or 
paths to the intended location. 
 
Fig 3:Splash-screen Display 
 
After opening the application, splash-screen page will be dis-
played from which the display functions to register the user’s de-
vice automatically into the data web service that belongs to the 
application (Fig. 3.). If the device has previously been registered 
or opened the application, the device message will tell that it has 
been registered, if the device firstly uses the app, the device mes-
sage will tell that the device is successfully registered. 
The main menu will appear after splash-screen display finish reg-
istering or checking the user’s device status (Fig. 4.). Device mes-
sages successfully registered will appear in this main menu. 
Moreover, there are some other menus in this display: the last 
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occurring earthquake data, the earthquake history menu, the see 
map menu, the first management menu and the about the applica-
tion menu.  
 
Fig 4:Main Menu Display 
 
If web service application receives earthquake data from BMKG, 
the application will immediately forward the information to the 
user by sending warning or pop up messages (Fig. 5.). In addition 
to receiving pop up messages, this type of warning is also accom-
panied by alarm sound. 
 
Fig. 5: Pop Up Warning Display 
 
Moreover, the application will show the user’s location together 
with the nearest evacuation point that is around the user (Fig. 6.). 
Users only need to select the nearest location to their position and 
press the help button. 
Furthermore, the application will immediately show the direction 
to the nearest evacuation point selected by the user in Google 
Maps application (Fig. 7.). The shown direction includes the direc-
tion of the intended turns direction, the crowded point and the 
estimated time to reach the evacuation site by vehicle or on foot. 
 
Fig. 6:Map and Evacuation Location Display 
 
Fig. 7:Direction Display to Evacuation Site 
4. Conclusion  
Early warning system for earthquakes in mobile-based affected 
areas is designed as a system that provide information about the 
things that are necessary for saving people. The design of mobile-
based early warning system is done by easy-using and understand-
ing media for people such as gadget or smartphone devices which 
almost all people currently own them through providing infor-
mation about the nearest evacuation points from the users’ loca-
tion, to provide certainty to the people suffer from earthquake 
natural disaster to find evacuation points. 
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